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ABSTRACT

The durational properties of consonants have
been studied for Swedish in the context of a speech
data base of read sentences. We have developed a
system to access a speech data base in an effective
manner by means of rules. These rules can also be
used to describe models that can be tested against
the data. Some durational effects such as inherent
duration and stress and quantity effects have been
verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play
an important role in a complete account of prosody.
Syllable, morph, word and phrase boundaries have to
be taken into account. The needs for larger speech
data bases are obvious when finer details are going
to be studied and described. Our main objective in
this paper has been to illustrate the method and to
show the power of the approach.

INTROIIJCI‘IQQ

Durational data has been reported for several
languages and also formulated into coherent rule
systems. Oily Swedish data and models will be dis-
cussed and referred to in this paper. An expanded
version of this paper also includes data for Ameri-
can English /l/.

A speech data base of read Swedish sentences
has been created and methods to search this data
base by means of rules are also reported. The
prosodic analysis of Swedish in this paper consists
of both duration analysis of consonants and testing
of duration models. The models are based on a
general structure proposed by Klatt /2/.

THE SWEDISH SENTENCE DATA BASE

The speech data base in our example consists
of 150 Swedish sentences, containing about 5000
phonemes, read by one male speaker. The first step
in creating the data base was to record and label
speech. In our system, speech data is stored in
sentence~sized files. Our text-to—speech system is
used to phonetically transcribe the utterances /3/ .
This transcription is edited to match the pro—
nunciation as well as possible ( Figure 1). It is a
matter of discussion how detailed this transcrip-
tion should be. We are aiming at a relatively broad
phonemic transcription. We believe that the broader
transcription makes it easier to use the data base
to discover and study phonetic variations of cer—
tain kinds. An example is devoicing of voiceless
sounds in voiced contexts which appears to be a

graded phenomenon rather than an allophonic selec-
tion. Stress and word-tone is marked by special
signs. Additional markers indicating e.g. syntactic
boundaries and emphasis can be added to the tran-
scription if needed.

The phonetic transcription is used by an auto—
matic segmentation program, /4/, to distribute the
phonetic labels along the wave form. The segmenta-
tion program gives an estimate of the time position
of each phoneme. Segmentation of speech in phone—
sized parts in an unambiguous way is a classical
problem, possibly without a solution. When a number
of persons are contributing to the data base, it is
important that the same criteria are usedthrough-
out. An attractive alternative is to leave the
segmentation to a self-consistent algorithm. The
accuracy of the present program is, however, not
sufficient.

When a detailed analysis should be done, the
labels have to be checked and corrected. This is
done by means of a wave form editor program, which
is a general purpose program for labelling and
editing sampled files. By means of the joystick,
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the rule controlled data
base environment.
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samples can be labeled or labels can be changed-
The labels are stored in label files which are used
by all following programs. During the editing, the
program can suggest good positions for labels. This
is done by an automatic procedure that-places the
cursor at zero crossings or at the closmg time Of
the glottal source. These features make the program
fast, interactive, and user—friendly.

Figure 2 shows a spectrogram of a sentence
pronounced by the same speaker that we used in the
KTH data base. The label names and positions can be
seen at the top.

Labelling speech is often a difficult task. In
many cases no obvious segment boundary can be
found. This is especially the case in sequences of
segments sharing the same manner of articulation.
In many of these cases the labels have to be set
according to some conventions that can be coupled
to acoustic events. Even though the label pos1tlon
can sometimes be regarded as ambiguous or. even
meaningless it is important to always supply it..By
having a labeled data base we have the possibility
of identifying sounds in a specific context forfurther analysis which is not crucially dependent
on the exact label position.

RULE-DRIVEN SEARCH

The data base is accessed by means of rules.
By a brief rule statement, speech segments meetingthe specified contextual conditions can be identi-fied. The rule structure is similar to the notationused in generative phonology and is also used inour text—to—speech project.

The rules operate on the transcription and areused to insert a '*' symbol in front of the phonemeto be analyzed and to give it a set of parametervalues. These parameters can be used to specify the

time position for each phoneme, the. duration of the

phoneme, the stress level, or any mfonnatioh

can be derived from the. phonetic transcription or
the durational information in the label file. Table
I gives an example of a Simple rule SYStem to find
all vowels and to claSSIfy them depending on Stress

level and phonological length. If the VOWe1 pre-
cedes an unvoiced stop it is given a higher 016551.
fication number. The result of the analysis is
shown in Figure 3.

Table I. Rule system to find and classify Vowels

insert * in front of vowels
01.00: * *~/ 5. <VONEL>
savevowel durations in the *,- give all vowelsclassl02.00: * ‘ <wn=Y,CLAss:=1> / & <VONEL.Y:=mR>
give class 2 to short vowels with primary Stress
04.00: * ‘ <CLA$=2> / & «IO/17H.STRESS,lSI'Rfiss,-rmqg£>
give class 3 to long stressed vowels
05.00: * “ <CLAss=3> / s. <vovmsrmssm
add 3 to the class if vowels are before voiceless Stcps
07.00: * A <CLAMA$+3> / & <VTMEL> <SI(P,—\K)I(I~>

It is a well known fact that a vowel is
shortened when followed by an unvoiced stop. How
ever, we find support for a strong shorteningeffect only in short stressed vowels while theother two categories have a minor shift in dura-tion. Also we find that the unvoiced stops have amuch higher long/short ratio than other consonantsin our data.

A special feature of the system is that therule notation itself is a powerful tool to describea model such as a text-to—speech system. The modelprediction can, thus, be immediately compared withthe actual data during the data base search. Someexamples will be given in this paper.
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Figure 3. Influence of stop consonants on the pre—ceding vowel. (a) unstressed vowels, (b) stressedshort vowels, (c) stressed long vowels.

DURATICN ANALYSIS OF THE KTH DATA BASE

D.1rational variation in consonants depend on *several factors including consonant type, stressand immediate phonetic context. As a referencepoint the mean and SD for all 2917 consonants wasfound to be 60 ms. and 34 ms. respectively. Allclause-initial 'and clause—final consonants areexcluded from the analysis. Some of the variationcan be taken care of by splitting the material indifferent groups. The decrease in SD is used as a
measure of the predictive power of the categories.

At first the consonants are divided into threemajor classes: unstressed, stressed and stressedlong consonants. In the present analysis a con-sonant is defined to be stressed if it is followedby a primary stressed vowel. A consonant is re—garded as stressed long if it immediately follows aprimary stressed short vowel. These definitionsneed to be modified as will be seen in the follow-ing analysis.
In Table II the number of occurrences, meanand SD for the subcategories are presented. To takeinto account each consonant's typical length, wecalculated the mean for each consonant in the threecategories and estimated the variation (SD*) inrelation to these means. The result is interestingin the context of a text-to—speech system. If wegive each consonant three typical duration valueswe will get a prediction that only takes care of 25percent of the original SD.

Table II. Mean and SD for different Swedishconsonant classes.

N rrean (115.) S) (rrs.) 80* (11's.)

unstressed 1717 54 29 25stressed short $6 62 26 21stressed long 394 83 33 30

all oa‘sonants 2917 60 34 25

The next step in our analysis is to break downour data into more specific subgroups. We havedivided the material into word-initial and word-medial or -final consonants ( Table III ).

Table III. Mean and SD for Swadish consonants.

INITIAL mm. or FINAL
MEAN SD N MEAN so N

UNSTRESSED
g 53 19 177 53 26 9279c 54 22 169cg 53 19 216

smmsrn
g’v 69 21 406
gc’v 63 21 171
o_c_‘v 49 16 I88

‘vg 92 32 181’v_=c 75 24 213'vc:c 61 21 206
The long consonants have the expected in—creased duration and this increase is maintainedeven if the consonant is followed by another con-sonant. Even the second consonant following thelong consonant is longer than the unstressed con-sonant. Therefore, to be able to do a correctprediction of duration in Swedish, we have to knowthe syllabic structure which is difficult to deriveeven from a theoretical point of view.
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ANALYSIS IN THE CONTEXT OF A MODEL

We have so far discussed some broad analySis

of the consonant duration in the present KTH data

base. As mentioned earlier the data base is too

small for very specific analyses. Even inherent

duration, according to the definition above. is

hard to measure reliably. Swedish words often end

with consonants and to make a natural data base

with a statistically reasonable frequency of Single

word-initial stressed consonants preceded by vowels

demands a considerably larger corpus-

We have chosen to approach the material from a

different point of view. We have implemented the

rule system presented by Klatt (1979) as part Of

the data base search. This makes it possible to

test the predicted duration against the measured.

The rules are based on the concepts of inherent

duration, minimal duration and a correction factor.

Chly a few of the rules are applicable for our

purpose. The rule numbers refer to the rule system

in Klatt's work.

Find inherent duration INHDUR and minimal duration

MINER in a phoneme—specific table. Set adjustment

parameter : PKNP=LO

Rule 6. munitial—amscnant dortaung. Omscnants in

namrd—initial position are shortened by :

PKNI‘ = PKNI' *. 85

Rule 7. Unstressed sinrte’iirsg. Unstressed segments are

half again more mnpressible than stressed segments.

Then both unstressed and 2-stressed segments are

slortened: MINUJR=lvflNlllR/2 arfl PWKNWJ

Rile 10. Sknrtening in clusters. Segments are shortened

in consonant-consonant sequences ( disregarding word

boundaries, but mt across fiirase boundaries).

caxsomnt preceded by oarsonant: PKNI‘ = PKNI‘ * .70

consonant followed by caiscnant: pm = Pm * .70

Me xx. Long consonants after primary stress were

adjustedarxnrdingtotherule: PRQII‘=PRQII‘*2

Calculate the resulting duration:
DIR = (mm—mm)*Pm + MlNIJR

As a starting point the rules were implemented

and the inherent duration and the minimal duration

were estimated from the predictions and actual

data. In a sequence of test runs these values were

optimized. The results are presented in Table IV.

Table IV. Inherent and minimal duration for Swedish

INHDJR MINDJR DHIJR MINIIJR

b oocl 65 50 f 90 60

d oocl 55 40 s 100 50

rd cool 55 4O rs 100 50

g oocl 50 40 sh 95 60

p oocl 65 - 50 h 90 20

t cool 50 40 v 50 40

rt oocl 50 40 j 65 35

k cool 50 40 r 50 30

m 65 50 l 65 40

n 70 40 rl 65 40

In 70 40

ng 80 50

The first test showed. a. sp of 23 ms., which

should be compared to the initial 34 m5. Without

consonant—Specific adjustments and :25 ms. with the

three category classification. The {'mPIOVement is

minor and not statistically Significant. It is

however unfair to claim that the rule SYStem has

little or no positive features. Wt is missing is

to adjust the rules to the _Syllabic nature of the

Swedish language and to lnqlud‘e the important

phrase rules. If a simple Strlpplng of unStressed

endings and prediction of secondary stress in com-

pounds together with a few other rules were added

the SD decreased to 20 ms. The comparison of the

measured and predicted consonant durations canbe

visualized in graphical form. We still get 91.055

errors at phrase boundaries. Excluding these we

find the quite acceptable SD of 13 ms.

CWCUJSIW

We have developed a system to access a speech

data base in an effective manner by means of ruleg.

These rules can also be used to describe models

that can be tested against the data. This method

has been used to study the durational structure of

Swedish. Some durational effects such as inherent

duration and stress and quantity effects have been

verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play

an important role in a complete account of prosody,

Syllable, morp , word and phrase boundaries have to

be taken into account. The need for larger speech

data bases is obvious when finer details are going

to be studied and described. Our main objective in

this paper has been to illustrate the method and to

show the power of the approach. The current system

enables us to test hypotheses and to transform the

gained knowledge to our text-to-speech system or

speech recognition system in a fast and effective

manner.
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optimized. The results are presented in Table IV.

Table IV. Inherent and minimal duration for Swedish

INHUIR WNDJR DHIJR MINIIJR

b oocl 65 50 f 90 60

d cool 55 40 s 100 50

rd occl SS 40 rs 100 50

g occl 50 40 sh 95 60

p occl 6S - 50 h 90 20

t oocl SO 40 v 50 40

It occl 50 40 j 65 35

k occl 50 40 r 50 30

m 65 50 l 65 40

n 70 40 rl 65 40

In 70 40

ng 80 50

The first test showed. a. sp of 23 ms., which

should be compared to the initial 34 m5. Without

consonant—Specific adjustments and :25 ms. with the

three category classification. The {'mPIOVement is

minor and not statistically Slgnlflcant. It is

however unfair to claim that the rule SYStem has

little or no positive features. Wt is missing is

to adjust the rules to the syllable nature of the

Swedish language and to include the important

phrase rules. If a simple Strlpplng of unStressed

endings and prediction of secondary stress in com-

pounds together with a few other rules were added

the SD decreased to 20 ms. The comparison of the

measured and predicted consonant durations canbe

visualized in graphical form. We still get 91.055

errors at phrase boundaries. Excluding these we

find the quite acceptable SD of 13 ms.

C(IICUJSIW

We have developed a system to access a speech

data base in an effective manner by means of ruleg.

These rules can also be used to describe models

that can be tested against the data. This method

has been used to study the durational structure of

Swedish. Some durational effects such as inherent

duration and stress and quantity effects have been

verified. Durational attributes of boundaries play

an important role in a complete account of prosody,

Syllable, morp , word and phrase boundaries have to

be taken into account. The need for larger speech

data bases is obvious when finer details are going

to be studied and described. Our main objective in

this paper has been to illustrate the method and to

show the power of the approach. The current system

enables us to test hypotheses and to transform the

gained knowledge to our text-to-speech system or

speech recognition system in a fast and effective

manner.
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